
By Blair Munroe 

Over the past months, the name Macbeth has been both feared and hated by the people of Scotland. 

This morning, now that he is at last gone, Scotland is once again able to call herself “free". Let all free Scots 

raise a cheer for Malcolm, “All hail Malcolm, King of Scotland!” 

At his point, Macduff was seen to swing his sword forwards and sever Macbeth’s head from his body with a 

single blow.  

            When Macduff finally came across Macbeth on the battlefield, a number of witnesses heard him cry, 

above the clamour of the battle, “Turn hell-hound, turn!” An eyewitness, who wished to remain nameless, 

reported that Macbeth turned to face Macduff and shrieked triumphantly, “No man of woman born can kill 

me!” A second witness said that upon hearing Macduff’s reply, Macbeth turned pale and momentarily 

            Then the two men began to fight - their swords clashed and sparks flew. A further witness saw an 

exhausted Macbeth fall to his knees and heard him cry, “Those hell-hags have deceived me, raising my hopes 

then destroying them!” 

            Late yesterday evening, Macduff finally delivered the crown to Malcolm, Scotland’s rightful king, along 

with Macbeth’s bodiless head. 

Macbeth’s downfall began the moment he ordered the murders of Macduff’s wife and children. After 

learning of his family’s death, Macduff was heard to cry, “Only your blood Macbeth, will avenge the deaths of 

my darlings!”  

            As Macduff’s forces stormed Dunsinane Castle, Macbeth was forced to don his armour, leave the 

safety of his home and join his beleaguered army on the battlefield. Macbeth’s futile forces had no hope of 

defeating those of Macduff, who was seen mercilessly slaying man after man in his search for Macbeth. 

Tyrant King Slain 

            Macduff’s chance for revenge came yesterday. Brazenly, he marched into battle alongside Malcolm, 

King Duncan’s son and rightful heir. Resourcefully camouflaged with branches from nearby Birnam Wood, 

he descended on Dunsinane Castle, the centre of Macbeth’s evil rule, with just one thing on his mind - 

Macbeth’s demise!                                     

Yesterday at Dunsinane, the tyrant  king Macbeth was killed during a frenzied battle between the 

outnumbered soldiers of his army, and a powerful force of English soldiers and rebel Scots lead by Macduff. 

Macbeth meets bloody end at hands of Macduff 

            A servant from Dunsinane Castle told Highland News, that Macbeth was horrified when he saw 

Birnam Wood advancing towards his home, crying out in despair, “What lies have I been told? Birnam 

comes to Dunsinane! Prepare for battle. I will die wearing my armour!” 

Wednesday 14th October 2020 

L.O. to reorganise a newspaper report 

1. Cut along the blue lines. 

2. Read each section carefully. 

3. Rearrange in the correct order. 

4. Read again! 

5. Have you placed the sections in the correct order? 


